MDA/BTRDA Clubman’s Rallycross Championship
Nutts Corner 4th & 5th June 2012

So it was off to Northern Ireland for rounds 3 and 4 of the Championship for the Queen’s Jubilee
Bank Holiday weekend and Nutts Corner was the place to be as the dry weather prevailed while the
rest of the country enjoyed typical bank holiday downpours. With only 3 minis venturing across the
water, it was a small field, but there would still be plenty of excitement.
Todd Crooks and Richard Wakeling were joined by Mark O’Flanagan in his first competitive outing,
having done just fun days and track days in the past.

Round 3 Heat 1
Disappointment for Todd Crooks when he suffered an electrical problem on the dummy grid and had
to return to the pits before the start. Mark O’Flanagan got a flying start off the line, chased by Richard
Wakeling down the hill and around the first corner. Richard eventually squeezed past at the top of the
hill on the opposite side of the circuit to take the lead. Mark held on to 2nd place, putting in a great
performance on his first outing and finishing just 16 seconds behind Richard.
Result of Heat 1
1st Richard Wakeling
2nd Mark O’Flanagan
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Round 3 Heat 2
Mark O’Flanagan got another good start and led onto the first loose corner section, with Richard
Wakeling in second and Todd Crooks in third place battling through the corner and Todd managing
to take second place as they exited onto the pit straight. Richard took back second place on the back
straight and then overtook Mark at the top of the hill to gain the lead. All 3 cars were separated by
just 6 seconds until the final lap, when a small mistake by Mark O’Flanagan lost him around 15
seconds in time.
Heat 2 Result - 1st Richard Wakeling, 2nd Todd Crooks, 3rd Mark O’Flanagan

Round 3 Heat 3
Richard was unable to start heat 3 as his car had been badly damaged in heat 2 of the Super Modified
class while driven by Shelley (not her fault!).
Mark O’Flanagan made another excellent start with Todd Crooks right behind him as they went into
the first loose section and round onto the pit straight. Todd made his move at the top of the hill, just
squeezing past, but Mark wouldn’t let him get away too easily and they were almost side by side still as
they came over the line for lap 2. Todd gradually pulled out a small lead, but Mark kept up the pace to
finish just 9 seconds behind him.
Heat 3 Result - 1st Todd Crooks, 2nd Mark O’Flanagan

The track had not been watered during the day and dust, which had been a major problem during
racing, was becoming more of an issue.
Great effort had been made to get Richard’s car repaired, so he was able to compete in the final and
started in pole position.

Round 3—Final Race
Another good start, with all 3 drivers getting away quickly, but again Mark O’Flanagan took the lead
off the line. As they came down the hill towards the first corner it was Mark in front, followed by
Todd and then Richard. All very close together into the first loose section and Todd Crooks edging
past Mark O’Flanagan. As they came over the line for lap 2 Mark and Richard were still battling for
2nd place, with Richard finally getting past Mark on the back straight. A bit of a spin for Mark on lap
4 allowed the others to pull away a little and the final result was Todd Crooks in first place, followed
closely by Richard, with Mark bringing his car home in third.
Race Result for Round 3 of the Minicross class
1st Todd Crooks, 2nd Richard Wakeling, 3rd Mark O’Flanagan
That brought to an end the first day of rallycross at Nutts Corner
circuit - an excellent day’s racing and everyone looking forward to
round 4 on Monday.

Round 4 - Monday 4th June
A brighter day for round 4, with the promise of some sunshine. The track was watered before racing
started, so conditions were very different to round 3.
Heat 1
Richard Wakeling and Todd Crooks got off the line together with Richard gaining a slight advantage
and just managing to keep in front of Todd for lap 1. As they went onto the loose section on lap 2
the cars were virtually sideways but both drivers managed to keep control and make it round the
corners onto the back straight, only to find they were actually locked together, with Richard’s bonnet
catch stuck on Todd’s wing. There were a few seconds of careful driving before the cars separated.
The gap between them was still only 1.5 seconds on lap 3 and, despite a gallant effort, Mark
O’Flanagan was unable to catch the other two, having a spin on lap 3 which put him well out of
contention. Richard and Todd battled until the bitter end, with just 2 seconds separating them on
the final lap.
Result of Heat 1
1st Richard Wakeling, 2nd Todd Crooks, 3rd Mark O’Flanagan

Round 4 Heat 2
The track was watered again just before the mini-cross race and was still quite wet.
Mark O’Flanagan was back on form with a flying start putting him in the lead off the line with Todd
Crooks in second and Richard Wakeling in third place. Richard passed Mark at the top of the hill and
they came over the line for lap 2 with Richard in the lead and Todd at the back, pressing Mark for
second place. Todd managed to pass Mark at the bottom of the hill before the loose section. All three
cars nose to tail for the next 2 laps and as they came round the final corner before the chequered flag
Richard’s car was almost sideways but he held on to take the win.
Result of Heat 2
1st Richard Wakeling, 2nd Todd Crooks, 3rd Mark O’Flanagan

Round 4—Heat 3
Yet another great start from Mark O’Flanagan, taking the lead again off the line. Todd Crooks and
Richard Wakeling side by side through the loose corners, with Richard gaining the advantage and
passing both Todd and Mark before the loose section at the top of the hill. Mark spun his car coming
off the loose section before the start/finish line, nudging the tyres and having to retire from the race.
Richard maintained his lead over Todd, finishing 9 seconds ahead.
Heat 3 Result
1st Richard Wakeling, 2nd Todd Crooks
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Round 4 - Final Race
The starting line up for Round 4 final was Richard Wakeling on pole, Todd Crooks P2 and Mark
O’Flanagan P3. Again, they all got away from the line together, Richard using the pole position
advantage to edge in front, followed by Todd then Mark. Todd Crooks spun and hit the tyres just
before the start/finish line going into lap 2, allowing Mark O’Flanagan to get past. Todd managed to
re-take 2nd place on lap 3 on the start/finish straight and the three cars were separated by just 12
seconds going in to the final lap. Todd pushing hard to gain ground on Richard along the pit straight,
but hitting the barrier, putting him out of the race with a damaged oil cooler. Richard going on take
a well-deserved 1st place, with Mark O’Flanagan an admirable 2nd.

Race Result for Round 4 of the Minicross class
1st Richard Wakeling, 2nd Mark O’Flanagan
So, that brought to an end the fun and excitement at Nutt’s Corner for 2012.
The next round is scheduled for Mallory Park on Sunday 22nd July. Before that though the
Minis have a European holiday, with racing (just for fun) at Maasmechelen in Belgium on 8th
July and Valkenswaard, Holland on 15th July.
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